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C O N T E N T S 

Reports from Anglo-Irish Secretariat 

- Report from Joint Secretary on meetings in London 

- Recent Developments in relation to 

Harassment/Complaints Monitoring 

- Community Alienation and Government Policy in 

Catholic West Belfast 

- Meeting of Ministers for Social Welfare 

2. Report on Upper Bann by-election 

3. Contact and Information Work 

- Discussion with John Hume 

- Conversation with David McKittrick, London Independent 

- Conversation with Alan Murray, Irish Press 

- Meeting with Brian Feeney 

- Conversation with Monsignor Dallat 

4. Reports from Embassy London. 

- Conversation with Edward Leigh MP, PPS to John Patten, 

Minister of State at the Home Office 

- Conversation with Anthony Beaumont-Dark MP 

- Brooke and the Unionists; further conversations with 

journalists 

- Report on the Birmingham Six 

- Report on the May Inquiry 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

24 May 1990 

Mr. Dermot Gallagher 
Assistant Secretary 
Anglo-Irish Division 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

Dear Assistant Secretary 

~~~- Pf;r 
1-l. ~· v<l-~ 

/-l. ~~/ 
~ 14-(/ 

~ · 

The British side of the Secretariat made arrangements for me to 
meet a number of officials in London on 21/23 May. The meetings 
involved principally officials of the NIO who are normally based 
in London, but also included Mr. Appleyard at the Cabinet Office, 
Mr. Broomfield and Mr. George at the Foreign Office, and Ms. 
Wheldon, the Legal Secretary at the Law Officers' Department. It 
was also arranged for me to pay a courtesy call on the Attorney 
General, Si.r Patrick Mayhew, who acts, as you know, as Attorney 
General for Northern Ireland. A lunch was hosted by Mr. Burns on 
Monday, 21 May, and I in turn hosted a lunch on 23 May at which 
Ambassador O'Rourke also attended. I also had the opportunity to 
meet other personalities at functions to which I was kindly 
invited by Ambassador .O'Rourke and Mr. Hayes. 

The visit coincided with Mr. Brooke's talks with the Unionists 
and it was possible to arrange direct contacts with Mr. Burns who 
was a participant in the talks. Notes of conversations with Mr. 
Burns and Mr. David Hill at the NIO on this matter have been sent 
under separate cover. 

The following are other points of interest which arose in 
discussion: 

Political Talks 

Mr. Appleyard of the Cabinet Office and Mr. Broomfield of the FCO 
expressed an encouraging interest in Mr. Brooke's political 
talks; their tone was, however, cautious and distant. In Mr. 
Broomfield's case, I had the impression that he was not very well 
informed. 

I 

Mrs. Thatcher's View of the Taoiseach 

Mr. Appleyard expressed appreciation of the Taoiseach's handling 
of the recent summit in Dublin and his sensitivity in regard to 
the particular difficulties on the British side. He said that he 
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~hought the Taoiseach and the Prime Minister had reached a good 
modus vivendi"; there was a good working relationship; and 

certainly there was on the Prime Minister's side a very high 
respect for the Taoiseach's shrewd political judgement and for 
the progress he had been able to ~ake since coming to ; Government. 
(From the context, I took this to refer not only to Anglo-Irish 
relations but to other matters, notably, the economy.) 

I 

Stevens Report 

Mr. Blackwell, Assistant Secretary at the NIO, was profuse in 
apologies for the delay in briefing us about the publication of 
the summary of the Stevens Report and made strong criticism of 
the Deputy Secretary in charge of Security, Mr. Ledlie, in this 
regard. Mr. Blackwell noted that Mr. Brooke had lost no time in 
providing us with a copy of the summary report after we had 
protested. Mr. Appleyard and Mr. Burns also signalled their 
unhappiness with the handling of the matter, albeit more 
circumspectly; Mr. Burns discreetly suggested that we were going 
to have a difficult time with Mr. ~edlie until he had got "our 
measure". It appears that the British Embassy in Dublin was not 
briefed adequately in advance either; and that the Attorney 
General was kept completely in the dark; I understand he 
expressed strong unhappiness granted that the publication of the 
Report could be prejudicial to the conduct of prosecutions. 

Extradition 

The question of extradition was duly raised but the British 
officials on the whole seemed anxious not to go on too much about 
it. They looked forward to the meeting of the Working Group 
which will take place today in London and also took encouragement 
from the paper published by the PDs and from statements made by 
the opposition parties. On our side, I drew atten~ion to the 
very considerable progress wh1ch has been made on this issue in 
the last five years, pointed out that the 1987 legislation has 
not yet been tested and encouraged the view that the Criminal Law 
Jurisdiction Act should be used where possible. I also pointed 
out that no country easily gave up its citizens, or indeed 
others, to be judged in other jurisdictions;• and that it was 
never said of the American system, for example, which had held 
Joe Doherty in prison for six years ra~her than extradite him to 
Britain, that it was somehow a safe haven for terrorists. 

The Attorney General 

Sir Patrick Mayhew did not dwell on extradition either. He did 
emphasise his high respect and friendship for our Attorney, Mr. 
Murray, and he asked me to note that there was a clear 
appreciation on the British side of.the independence of our 
courts. He made it clear however that he thought it probable in 
light of recent court judgements, that there was now a problem 
with persons whose offences did not fall within the categories 
listed in the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism 
although they might have committed serious crimes, e.g., murder 
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by the use of a 
understan , revolver. He said he had a very good 
due coursdi~~ 0 f the political difficulties but he hoped that in 
ex r e e aw could be changed. In the interim, he 

P essed . the thought that it might not be wise for him to make 
~=quests in cer~ain extradition c~ses, for example, a : Maze 

1 . ~aier, where it appeared to him that the result would most 
i e Y be n~g~tive, becau~e of the "poisoning effect" which 

adverse decisions had on relations between the two countries. 
Whe~ I . me~tioned the valuable alternative of the Criminal Law 
Jurisdiction Act, the Attorney said that he was anxious to use it 
wherever possible, and had done so but it had limitations, 
especially in regard to the giving' of evidence. (Note: I made 
no remark on these comments which were made lightly but 
nonetheless repeated; it remains to be seen whether similar 
comments are made at today's working Group). 

The Attorney spoke at some length about his own role in the 
British system (possibly recalling his controversial handling of 
the Stalker affair?). He noted that among the common law 
countries, he was unusual in being a member of the Government and 
a member of Parliament. He said that answerability to 
Parliament was fundamental to the British system and that the 
establishment of some independent commission which would have no 
such answerability would not be tolerated. He spoke with some 
feeling of the sobering effect which questioning in the House of 
Commons could have and particularly of the "unerring darts 
directed from behind". Interestingly, he added that an 
additional safeguard against abuse of his powers was the role of 
the civil servant acting as Legal Secretary who would 
undoubtedly go immediately to the Cabinet Secretary if the 
Attorney committed any serious impropriety (the Legal Secretary, 
Ms. Wheldon, looked startled by this scenario but nodded her 
head obligingly!) 

I noted that the Attorney was· a more frequent visitor to 
Northern Ireland than some of his predecessors. He agreed that 
he was and said he thought it extremely important to keep in 
close touch not only with the judges and other members of the 
legal profession but with the DPP's Office, including its 
outoffices where people frequently felt vulnerable to attack. He 
described the present legal scene in Northern Ireland as 
n placid11

• 

Progress of the Conference 

I sat beside Mr. Burns of the NIO at dinner at the Embassy on 
Wednesday evening. He was in a valedictory mood (he is leaving, 
as you know, for the police job at the Home Office in July). 
When I asked if he hoped one day to return to the NIO, he said it 
was not the English way to express ~mbition but - on being 
reminded that he was Welsh! - made it clear that he would dearly 
like to return as Permanent Under Secretary and, indeed, would 
not at all object if the recent decision to transfer him were 
reversed. 

2 
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He thought that confidence between Ministers and officials had 
grown very much in the past couple of years which he put down 
~ery ~uch to . the credit of our side, adding in example that his 
immediate briefing of me after the two last meetings with the 
Unionists would not have been imaginable in 1986. : 
(Notwithstanding our dissatisfaction with the extent of the 
briefing offered in regard to Tuesday's meeting with the 
Unionists, it is in fact 'the case that these were the only 
occasions in recent years when we have been given any immediate 
briefing on the NIO's talks with Unionists.) 

Yours sincerely 

Declan O'Donovan 
Joint Secretary 

2 
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22 May 1990 

Mr._Dermot Gallagher 
Assistant Secretar 
Anglo-Irish Divisi~n 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

ANGLO-IRISH SECRETARIAT 

BELFAST 

Recent Developments in relation to 
Harassment/Complaints Monitoring 

Dear Assistant Secretary 

I have.sent to the Department separately the reports of the 
Complai~ts Monitoring Committee in respect of the meetings of 
the Comittee for the months of February and March (you will 
recall that these are provided to us under an agreement made 
last year at the Conference). 

I had a general discussion this week with the British side 
about complaints monitoring in general. We had, as you will 
recall, a meeting with the British in February attended by the 
undersigned and officials from the Department during which we 
agreed to closer liaison between the two sides on complaints 
monitoring and during which we made some suggestions for 
improvements to the operation of the present Complaints 
Monitoring Committee. The British have now proposed that we 
have a further meeting in the week beginning 5 June at which 
they would propose to hand over a reply to a paper we submitted 
following the meeting in February. , 

In general, the British have· been making efforts to improve the 
working of the present Complaints Monitoring Committee and, in 
particular, to broaden its base of membership. They inform me 
that the Assistant Secretary in cha~ge of the Making Belfast 
work Programme, Mr. Nigel Hamilton, has now been made a member 
of the committee. They have also been able to secure direct 
Army representation on the Committee in the form of a 
Lieutenant Colonel (Durcan). This is . the first time there has 
been a direct Army presence on the Committee - as you know, the 
Army were represented up to now by the civilian 
representatives. The British are now endeavouring to get a 
direct police presence on the Committee. The RUC has been 
reluctant to be represented directly on the Committee over the 
past year. Following discussions with the Police Authority for 
Northern Ireland, it has now been agreed that the latter body 
would be represented by an official on the Committee. They 
would hope that this will, in time, lead to a direct police 
presence on the Committee as well. The general feeling in the 
NIO is that the police are reluctant to take part in a 
committee which is exclusively devoted to complaints issues 
given that there is already a separate procedure for dealing 
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With poli , the Co .ce compl?ints. They would hope to broaden the work of 
Dhe mmit~ee to include the whole gamut of relations between 
Comm~~mmu?ity a~d the.security forces while retaining the 
agains~e~hs basic.remit, namely, the monitoring of complai~ts 
could e security forces. They would hope that the police 
c . be persuaded to be represented in a more broadly- based 

ommittee of that type. 

We had a brief discussion on a number of general issufus which 
have been considered by the Committee at its recent meetings. 
These are as foll~ws 

The 9roblem of complaints from West Belfast: The Committee 
considered a paper which stated that it is clear that a 
large number of people in West Belfast do not go through 
the formal complaints procedure. This is due to alienation 
and a belief that nothing very much will happen as a result 
of complaining. The Committee has been considering ways of 
countering this and ways in which the work of the Committee 
could be made known to the police and the Army. 

Compensation delays: The civilian representatives have 
brought to the attention of the Committee the fact that the 
Compensation Division in the Northern Ireland Office tends 
to treat all compensation claims with the same priority. 
The civilian representatives pointed out that a system of 
prioritising compensation claims is necessary, e.g., they 
feel that a compensation claim for house damage is more 
urgent than, say, damage to a farmer's fence. 

The British informed me that the Committee had also taken up a 
number of issues of a general nature raised by the 
Department/Secretariat and would respond to us formally on 
these at our meeting in June. The particular issues in 
question were delays at Permanent Vehicle Checkpoints in 
Fermanagh, the recruitment of vulnerable people as·· informers, 
the use by soldiers of the telescopic sights on their rifles 
with the result that guns were pointing directly at the person 
being surveyed. I also asked that the British side address the 
question of what appears to be the widespread taking of 
photographs at checkpoints and the problems encountered by 
employees who have to cross the bor~er to attend work (I 
mentioned the case of the Quinn Quarries in Fermanagh in this 
connection). In dealing with the issue of delays at PVCPs, the 
British again drew attention to a paper handed over to us last 
year (I enclose a copy for ease of re(erence) on accompaniment 
of the Army at PVCPs which argued that it was not possible to 
have RUC officers at all PVCPs and that military policemen are 
assigned to areas where there is a low volume of traffic. We 
need to address this point both in the complaints monitoring 
context and, also, in the context of forthcoming meetings on 
accompaniment. 

Yours sincerely 

Padraic Collins 



CONFIDENTIAL 

I I 

pOLICE ACCOMPANIMENT OF THE ARMY AT BORDER PVCPS 

paper by the British Side 

At the meeting of the Intergovernmental conference on 8 February the 

Secretary of State fo~ Northe~n Ireland reaffirmed the British 

Government's commitment to the principle of RUC accompaniment of 

Army patrols likely to come into contact with members of the 

public. The present position is that police resource constraints 

and the exigencies of the security situation are preventing RUC 

accompaniment of all Army patrols likely to come into contact with 

the public, even in predominantly nationalist areas. Security Force 

commanders are therefore giving priority to accompaniment in 

situations in which this seems to be most necessary. Currently this 

means VCPs on the main arterial routes into West Belfast and Border 

PVCPs. 

2. This paper explains the situation at Border PVCPS· only. 

3. There is an Army presence at the following PVCPs which are 

either on or close to the border. 

GROUP A 

Buncrana 

Muff 

Nixon Corner 

FD/SIL/11703 

) 

) 

) 

Londonderry 
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• .QROUP A CONTINUED 

Cloghoge (Al ) 

Middl e town 

Aughnacloy 

Strabane 

GROUP B 

Clady 

Boa Island 

Rasco Bridge 

Mullan Bridge 

Gortmullan 

Wattle Bride 

Kilturk 

Annaghmartin 

GROUP C 

Clonatty Bridge 

oerryard 

KillyvillY 

Lacky Bridge 

FD/SIL/11703 

2 
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i ·' The RUC 
are permanently 

either present or readily available at 
the PVCPs in Group A. 

The PVCPs in Groups Band 
difficulties C pose particular 

for the policy of RUC 
accompan i ment because of the 

level of threat in 
their vicinity. The principal risks are of 

terrorist ambush or an 
IED attack on'members of the security forces 

travelling regularly 
to duty•at the PVCPs. Because the RUC is a UK 

police force which 
operates in accordance with nationally agreed 

working practices it is 
extremely difficult to rotate RUC personnel 

on. duty except in 
a way which establishes patterns of movement thus 

providing terr · t . oris s with an enhanced opportunity to mount a 

successful attack. 0 . . vercoming this difficulty requires an intensive 

use of valuable resources such as heli~opter flying hours or 

protective patrolling by the Army. 

5. The security force commanders have addressed this problem by 

ensuring that, at all major Border PVCPs where the RUC are not 

either present or readily available, ie those in Group B, there is 

availabl , a Non-Commissioned Officer of the Royal Military Police (a 

force which is easily distinguished by their scarlet tlerets). The 

NCO will be present wherever Army personnel are carrying out duties 

involving contact with the public. NCOs in the RMP have training 

which is very different from that which is prov-ided for the other 

Regular Army or UDR soldiers that they ac9ompany. In relation to 

dealing with the public it is similar tQ that which is provided for 

ff . At the remaining four PVCPs in Group C, the level police o icers. 

· · low that the permanent presence of an RMP NCO could of traffic is so 

not be justified. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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, 
hi le the Bri t1· sh 

Side recognises th 
~or~aiity, th· at, in terms of restoring is arrangement. 
Border · is less satisfactory than one in which PVCPs are m . 

annea invariably 
RUC or and exclusively by members of the 

one in which there is a 
guaranteed RUC presence at a : l of t'.em, they c1 

re, realistically, th 
e most satisfactory that can be 

achieved while the threat from , 
terrorist attacks remains so high in 

border areas . 

7. 
The British side looks forward to that threat being 

significantly reduced over time as co-operation between the security 

forces in border areas in both jurisdictions becomes increasingly 

effective . Meanwhile the British side invites the Irish side to 

note that at all major Border PVCPs manned by the Army there is also 

present either an RUC officer or a Non-Commissioned Officer of the 

Royal ~Iilitary Police and that the primary purpose of their presence 

is to facilitate contact between soldiers and the general public. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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22 May 1990 

Mr. Dermot Gallagher 
Assistant Secretary 
Anglo-Irish Division 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

ANGLO-IRISH SECRETARIAT 

BELFAST 

Community Alienation and Government Policy in Catholic 
West Belfast 

Dear Assistant Secretary 

I wrote to you on 10 May 1990 providing a summary of an 

internal NIO paper on community alienation in Catholic West 

Belfast. As you know, the report was based on detailed notes 

which I was able to take of a copy of the paper during a 

meeting with Mr. Brian Blackwell of the NIO in London. I 

undertook to provide a comprehensive report based on the 

detailed notes taken during that meeting. The report based on 

the detailed notes is set out in the paragraphs under. 

The Role of Government in Northern Ireland 

The paper accepts that the British Governme~t has greater 

difficulty in reconciling security considerations and promoting 

the welfare of people in Northern Ireland than elsewhere in the 

united Kingdom. It accepts that the . root of the problem lies 

in the contested nature of the legitimacy of the Government in 

Northern Ireland and goes on to acknowledge that a sizeable 

minority of people living in Northern Ir~land consider 

themselves to be Irish rather than ~ritish, and therefore do 

not regard rule by the British Government as legitimate. The 

paper argues that, while the defeat of terrorism must be a 

. ·m of Government policy, the Government must also make 
primary ai 

. ttempt to provide equal opportunity for the minority 
a serious a 
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p ob m 
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or un ccommo tin ore on 11 id F lin 0 ion 

nd i ol tion from th communiti s bor rin w t B lfa t la 
lookin community, which i trong n unit d, but 

which i not c p bl o int gr tion with urrounding r 

to an inw r 

This le ds to wh t th ppr c 11 th "gh tto" m nt lity. It 
goes on to rgue that c tholics r fru trat d b c us thy are 
a minority and also bee us thy h v pre ption of 
discrimination gainst th m by the Stormont regime. The result 
is a strong distrust of th whol system of Government. The 
people of West Belfast do not beli ve that the British 
Government is impartial. Security policy is seen as 
oppressive, and specifically designed to harass the Catholic 
conununity. This perception result in hostility towards the 
security forces and towards other policy reas, especially 
those which are not seen to be contributing to the,welfare of 
all of the community. Th security fore shave p rticular 
problem in being ace pted bee us th Y h v a high profile and 
they are seen as r pr s nt tiv 

administration. 

The paper states th t th C n 

various policy ar C n b mo 

the dislocation h t X b 

economic policy r un VO bl 

is a view in th NIO th 

economically d pr d 

weight with th loc 1 p 0 l 

tactics lead to pre V h 
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l qu 
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w n 
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m nt 
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r gen r t th 
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y rv whil policing 
0 . h lo 1 conununity -
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bhus daily h . arassment 
impression of oth counter-balances 

er Policy any possible favourable 
and heavy-hand d areas . . The u 

. e dealings with t se of excessive force 
areas in which the he public are two of the security f main 
perception has rece tl orces are criticised. This 

. n Y been enh n 
men outside a bett· . a ced by the shooting ; of three 

ing shop in Wet 
The paper accepts .th , s Belfast on 13 January 1990. 

· . at, no matter wh t . this incident rec a the RUC investigation of 
. ornmends, most of th . . . 

will see the act· ose living in West Belfast 
ion as typical f th 

security fore t O e ruthless attitude of the 
es owards then t· . 

of West Belfast. a ionalist/republican population 

The Security Problem 

The paper argues that West Belfast has a very considerable 
paramilitary presence which permeates practically all areas of 
life there. In security terms, the problems manifest 
themselves on a daily basis. There were 10 deaths in the 
Police Division B area last year and 71 incidents of 
terrorist-related serious crime. In relation to m~asuring 
ordinary crime, the paper accepts that there is a difficulty 
since crimes committed are not always reported. The paper 
states that many peopl~ in West Belfast chose either to ignore 
the petty crime that goes on there, or to report their findings 
to the paramilitary organisa~ions which act as an informal 
police force in many parts of West Belfast. This policing has 
a number of different effects on the_ community. In addition to 

providing an informal arm of Republican "Go~ernment", it 
emphasises the opportunities for those living in West Belfast 
to avoid dealing with those parts of the British Government 

machine they either do not like or dQ not have confidence in. 

The paramilitaries seek to exploit any lack of confidence. 
They encourage behaviour which ensures that the Government does 

not have a substantive overt role in the community except for 

security, which they know will be s~en as· oppressive. 

Paramilitary policing takes different forms e.g. warnings to 

individuals, threats to leave the area or, in the more extreme 

cases, punishment shootings. The people of West Belfast seem 
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to have. an ambivalent attitude to such measures. While they 
may not condone the methods, they can see that some rough sort 
of justice is being done. This is in contrast to what they see 

inaction from the police. The perception of police action 
in West Belfast as slow and ineffective is a result of the care 
the police need to take in all their actions in West Belfast 
e.g. the security 'forces 'are circumspect in coming to the scene 
of any crimes in case of booby traps or other forms of 
terrorist attack. The paper argues that the security problem 
is such in West Belfast that the RUC find it necessary to be 
accompanied by the Army for protection rather than the more 
usual case of the RUC accompanying Army patrols that are likely 
to come in contact with the public in sensitive areas. 

The police stations reflect the security realities in West 
Belfast. The paper accepts, however, that the appearance of 
police stations also emphasises starkly the alienation of the 
security forces from the community which they are seeking to 
police and to serve. This alienation is reflected in the low 
support fo~ the activities of the security forces, the low poll 
ratings concerning their perceived impartiality and the 
unwillingness of Catholics to join the RUC. While the UDR do 
not operate in West Belfast, they man VCPs with RUC 
accompaniment in the arterial roads into West Belfast. The 
paper accepts that it is likely that, despite the RUC presence 
at these VCPs, sectarian tensions run high at such 
checkpoints. The difficulty of havi?g a sensitive security 
policy is emphasised in relation to the pease lines in West 
Belfast. While the peacelines undoubtedly help to control the 

security situation, they also tend to emphasise the separation 
of west Belfast from the remainder o~ the city. Fixtures such 

as the westlink and, more particularly, the barriers that can 

be drawn to secure all the main access roads to West Belfast to 
prevent car bombs or other trouble also ~end to increase this 
separation and to encourage the people of· Catholic West Belfast 

to see the area as a completely self-contained entity. The 

"ghetto" mentality that results is to the advantage of the 

paramilitary organisations as they are able to control and 

operate in such areas. 

2 
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' In considering h 
be · ow the perceptions of the security forces could 

improved, the . 
proble paper addresses itself, in particular, to the 

m of house searches. It concludes that house searches 
form an important 
th 

part of the fight against terrorism, though 
ey are clearly . . ; 

responsible for a high level of alienation. 
The paper noted that in the Police Division B area in the 
period January N . rnb 

- ove er 1989, 276 house searches were conducted 

and 56 of these resulted in finds. In acting on intelligence 
information abo t th . . .. u e likely location of arms, ammunition and 
explosives the · . ' security forces are performing the role that 

Government has asked them to - that of preventing terrorism and 

apprehending those responsible for it. The paper goes on to 

say that, however, the issue is whether the alienation caused 

by such actions can be justified by the need to find arms 

caches, or whether other methods could be used with less 

aggravation even if they were somewhat less effective. It asks 

if there is, in other words, a trade off that needs to be made 

between effectiveness and alienation, at least in the short 

term. It suggests that consideration might also be given to 

the worth of the alleged policy of searching a whole row of 

houses on the grounds of an intelligence tip-off that one house 

may have an arms cache. It goes on to state that the benefits 

of avoiding physical damage to people's homes wouid be large 

and consequently worthy of f~rther consideration.· 

Security Force Misbehaviour 

The paper states its belief that those elements of the security 

forces who do not have to deal with the longer-term effects of 

their actions are those who misbehave'most frequently. It 

accepts that this is as true of the RUC as of the other arms of 

the security forces. The paper suggests a series of measures 

to deal with this problem, including the setting up of 

community relations units. 

confidence 

accepts that the new complaints system is viewed with 
The paper 

1
·n west Belfast and is viewed by some as likely to 

suspicion 

2 
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' tesult·in unnece 
ssary hassle for the person complaining. The 

other problem that has . 
to be contended ~ith is that many who do 

complain may bed. 
. oing so merely to make political points and 

their allegat· . 
ions may be difficult to disprove. The paper goes 

on to argue that h.l , : , w i e the security problem is intrinsically 
1· k 
in ed to the problem of , confidence, there are difficulties in 

allying the two. · Taking up the theme implicit in its 

questioning of the value of house searching, the paper goes on 

to state that the most effective anti-terrorist measures in 

narrow security terms may not be acceptable in terms of the 

political and confidence loss that accrues. That, afterall, 

the paper states, is one of the reasons why internment failed 

in 1971 and why it is not on the security agenda at present. 

The difficulty is deciding where to strike the balance between 

security and confidence considerations and whether security 

policies can be tailored to make a greater contribution to 

confidence without undermining their effectiveness as security 

policies. While accepting that security policy and confidence 

should be two sides of the same coin, the paper wonders if 

short-term conflict between the two is unavoidable. It 

suggests that, inevitably, as further powers are sought to 

continue the struggle against a better equipped and more 

sophisticated terrorist, there is the risk that these powers 

are perceived as further ill~strations of the way che 

nationalist republican community is oppressed by the security 

forces. 

Racketeering 

The paper concludes that racketeering . is "the cement" which 

holds the various sections of the Republican movement 

together. The money raised finances the purchase of arms, 

ammunition and explosives; equally it finances the IRA's 

political wing, Sinn Fein, and its 
1

publi~ relations activities; 

and, through control of certain key areas of West Belfast life, 

it draws the people there into the paramilitary net. The 

economic activity generated by racketeering, the paper admits 

frankly, is crucial to the well-being of West Belfast. 

Nevertheless, it also serves to create further community 
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'alienat-ion from the 
t rest of N 

ex ent of racketerring in orth:rn Ireland. It estimates the 
of pounds and inv 1 . West Belfast Rs running into millions 

o v1ng acti . . 
spectrum of the vities spread across a wide 

economic area. 
racketeering operat· The significance of 
. ions are t ~ , 
indicative of th no ~urely monetary - it 'is also 

e extent to h' h 
are linked to · ' w ic paramilitary organisations 

everyday lif . 
difficulties f . e in the community and reflects the 

acing the Government in attempting to remove that 
influence in d 

or er to introduce stable and good government. 

Specifically in 1 . 
' re at1on to racketeering, the paper concludes 

that black taxies form the very basis of the transport network 

in West Belfast. All the taxies in Catholic West Belfast - the 

paper asserts - are influenced by paramilitaries. While this 

does not mean that all the drivers necessarily support the 

Provisional IRA or its aims, it is nevertheless an indication 

of the way in which the organisation is able to draw people in 

and make them dependent. Apart from school leaving times, 

public transport in West Belfast is scarce. Those wishing to 

get around the area are reliant on a service linked to a 

paramilitary organisation. It is an example of the 

organisation providing a service which benefits the people in 

the area as well as the paramilitaries. ·· 

· t· g the public transport system, the In addition to domina in 
h ea large influence in all the social 

Provisional IRA also av 
lf t Those run by. associated clubs (ACL} are 

clubs in west Be as· 
. t ·nfluence of the Provisional IRA. Other 

all under the direc i 
11 be run by the organisation but are still 

clubs may not actua Y 
the paper asserts, a percentage of bar 

influenced by it and, 
· to Provisional IRA coffers. It is 

f . d their way in 
takings in f the people of West Belfast to attend 

f life or 
largely a way O e pleasant and more plentiful than 

h are mor 
these clubs. T ey live entertainment and other 

they offer . 
ordinary pubs, 'lable elsewhere. They are well run 

are not avai 
facilities that 1 may or may not know where the 

. ed peop e 
and well maintain · e the best enjoyment is to be had. 

theY go wher 
profits go but tin recent times, however, there has been 

rts tha t th · · The paper asse . of these clubs tlue o e increase in 
some fall in popularitY 

2 

3 
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' the price of drink, bringing the clubs into line with public 

houses. The paper asserts that the Provisional IRA also own a 

company which runs gaming machines and that such gaming 

machines are installed in their clubs throughout West Belfast, 

the Provisional IRA taking all the profits. The pap~r goes on 

to argue that the Provis~onal IRA also make a good deal of 

money out of buil~ing sites and through "doing the double" 

(that is, doing paid work and claiming social security at the 

same time). The paper also states that the IRA is, 

increasingly, running legitimate businesses - these cover areas 

such as insurance companies, clubs and organisations claiming 

various grants on the ACE and LEDU schemes. While these 

legitimate side-lines make smaller profits than clubs or black 

taxies, they add to the way in which the Provisional IRA 

pervades everyday life in West Belfast. 

The paper argues that the black economy in West Belfast is 

large. The IRA influence, or run, large parts of the social 

and transport system as well as making large numbers of people 

dependent upon their favour for employment. In this way, 

racketeering forms the interface between the economic and the 

security aspects of life in West Belfast. The efforts of the 

Anti-Racketeering Unit, recently established by tHe British, 

will, in time, make matters more difficult for ths 

paramilitaries but it is unrealistic to expect the black 

economy to disappear overnight. The paper notes an argument 

that it may in some ways be undesirable that the black economy 

should disappear overnight since a swift removal of all forms 

of paramilitary racketeering etc. would hit hard at the more 

deprived members of society who require the services being 

offered most keenly. Any such action would increase the 

alienation they feel. It would be essential that a replacement 

network should be put in place before drastic action were 

taken. The best approach would be to challenge the role of the 

paramilitaries by ensuring that al~ernative services exist, 

even if the services were not in themelves cost effective 

initially. 

2 

3 
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The paper spent some t· 
ime wrest1· 

above. It says that ·t ing with the dilemma set out 
i would b · 

effects that accrue f e easy to see the harmful 
rom the . 

money-making operati various illegal and legal 
ons of the .. 

important to note th t Paramilitaries, but it is 
a many oft~ 

a significant source f e paramilitary operations are 
. . . . o ~mployment and mu h d 

activity in West Belfa t c nee ed economic 
S • The c l 

paramilitary influence . amp ete removal of all 
in West Belfast, it concludes, is one 

aim of NIO policy but that ai·m 
could lead to short-term 

economic decline and · 
an increase in unemployment. 

The paper notes that on all indices of social and economic 

deprivation, West Belfast comes out badly. There is high 

unemployment, especially amongst the male population, severe 

over-crowding in houses, high rate$ of petty crime and of more 

serious crimes. The private sector is weak, health care is 

poor and educational achievement still falls well below the 

average in Northern Ireland. In relation to unemployment 

statistics, the paper states that unemployment for economically 

active males is still over 50% in Catholic West Belfast. The 

numbers claiming unemployment benefit in the area is over 

7,000. That consti~utes, apparently, 7.4% of the total 

unemployed in Northern Ireland and of those 62.6% have been 

unemployed for over a year. The population aged between 16 and 

6S in West Belfast constitutes 4.6% of the total population of 
Ireland as a whole. Those in work are those ages in Northern 
· b working in service or retail generally in unskilled JO s or 

industries. Part-time jobs for women 

employment in the area. 
characterise 

and low-pay also tend to 

The paper questions the 

by investing in Belfast 

will also be alleviated 

consistent G0vernment assumption that 

as a whole the problems of West Belfast 

by the "trickle-down" effect. It 

t proved to be ·the case so far. Part 
h t this has no . 

concludes ta ment is the unwillingness of 
f ·ng the Govern 

of the problem aci f t to accept employment outside the 
those living in west Bel as apparently, is considered out of 

h city centre, 
area - event e Mobility is also affected by the 
bounds for many people. 

2 

3 

4 
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Perception of a hostile security policy, especially frequent 

VCPs on the main arterial routes out of Catholic West Belfast. 

In stressing the importance of education for West Belfast, the 

paper notes that 25.4% of the pophlation in the area is under 

l4 years of age (it point~ out, incidentally, that half of the 

school-going popul~tion in Northern Ireland is Catholic). 

The housing situation has improved considerably since 1972 and 

continues to do so. Nevertheless, over-crowding remains a 

major problem in the area with 17% of households having 

insufficient bedrooms to meet needs. The paper also expresses 

concern that owner/occupier rates are very low in West 

Belfast. The proportion of Catholic families in maintained 

housing has risen in recent years as greater numbers of 

Protestants have taken up the offers of buying Council houses. 

Increasingly, public sector housing is becoming predominantly 

Catholic housing. 

Making Belfast Work/Community Grants 

The paper acknowledges that there has been criticism of the 

Making Belfast Work scheme because of the percepti6n that in 

catholic West Belfast it concentrates too heavily on 

church-based activities. The paper also acknowledges that the 

refusal to grant funds to other seemingly "worthy" causes 

because of co-location with paramilitary-run companies or due 

to other significant, if not central, personnel links with 

paramilitary organisations has caused community resentment. 

The people of Catholic West Belfast see the current policy as 

further evidence of Government interference and action on an 

indiscriminate and unaccountable basis in their community. The 

paper notes that in Northern Ireland as a whole there are 

currently 18 cases of ACE funding having been withdrawn. The 

local community does not understand 1 how the Government's 

rhetoric about improving the economic situation in West Belfast 

can be aligned with the community grants policy. It leads to a 

perception that the Government is not seriously interested in 

helping the people of West Belfast. The paper states that it 

2 

3 

4 
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may now·be time for . . 
an appraisal of the current policy on 

withdrawing/refusing grants to community-based groups. 

The paper acknowledges that, despite the money being invested 

in the Making Belfast Work project, there remains wid~spread 

scepticism about the Gove~nment's willingness to address the 

problems of West ielfast properly. The amounts being spent on 

·11·ons Making Belfast Work are compared to the hundreds of mi i 

used to bail out Harland and Wolff and Shorts to save . jobs in 
East Belfast. 

In an interesting paragraph, the paper considers how the need 

to bring terrorism to an end can be balanced with the need to 

remove the poor economic and social conditions that play a part 

in perpetuating it. It states that the two should be mutually 

reinforcing but there are undoubtedly areas of tension between 

the two broad objectives when it comes to considering specific 

policies and the relative priorities attached to each. Part of 

the difficulty, the paper states, can be attributed to a lack 

of security force awareness of the extraordinary circumstances 

in the areas in which they operate. Another factor is the 

Government's stated determination that no grant should be 

awarded to groups which could enhance the operation of 

paramilitaries. It acknowledges that, while this is an 

understandable position to take, it is not seen by local people 

as working in the community's best interest. The Republican 

t
' conomic activities are unlikely to be seriously 

movemen s e 
disrupted by any Governmental action. That.being the case, the 

. h t withdrawal of grants etc. harms non-paramilitary 
danger 1s ta 

. . d ffectively perpetrates~ rather than helping to 
activity an e 

bl 
m The economic section of the paper 

solve - the pro e · . 
t

h basic structural problems in West Belfast, 
concludes that e . . . . mployment, are likely to persist. 
including high une 

The Political Situation 

l d
es that Sinn Fein representatives are among 

Th per acknow e g e pa . . us of councillors and that they are 
h t conscientio t e mos f 

1 
in ensuring that their constituents' 

extremely success u 

2 

,-, 

3 

4 
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cbncerns are dea lt wi th promptly and efficiently. It notes 
t hat the Bri t ish Ar my's civil representatives, social services 
r e presentati ves and the Housing Execut i ve frequently get calls 
from Si nn Fei n representatives asking for ass i stance. It goes 
on to note tha t the abstentionism' of Sinn Fein above 6ouncillor 
level seems to matter little one way or the other to the rank 
and file though it. opines that it must add to the sense of 
alienation from authority that people of Catholic West Belfast 

feel, given that they have no active representative in any 
administrative forum outside Belfast City Council. The paper 

notes that those voting for Sinn Fein do not necessarily 
support the Provisional IRA. Sinn Fein, it states, gains 
support through their efforts on the ground, their ability to 
get things done, and their willingness to pursue areas of 
concern. In effect, they perform a social welfare function. 

This, the paper states, is part of the strategy aimed at 
offering an alternative government and ensuring that the local 
community knows that it is Sinn Fein which has secured any 
benefits that may accrue. The whole gamut of IRA/Sinn Fein 
activities in West Belfast is, the paper states, an example of 
the paramilitaries acting in a quasi-governmental fashion, 
providing services which the public, or most of them, require. 

In assessing the role of the SDLP in West Belfast, 'the paper 

expresses doubts as to wheth~r the SDLP Parliamentary candidate 

in the area, Dr. Joe Hendron, can win the seat from Sinn Fein. 

The basic difficulty of the SDLP, the paper concludes, is that 

its organisation is weak and it is unable ta match Sinn Fein's 

advice network. It notes the view of some influential figures 

in the SDLP that it is only through specific governmental 

support that it would be possible to .match Sinn Fein's effort 

in the constituency. It also notes that there is a contrary 

view gaining ground, namely, that if the SDLP are too closely 
associated with the British Government it may have a 

counter-productive effect. On future political movement, the 

paper states that most people in West Belfast would have severe 

reservations about any new arrangements · for the government of 

Northern Ireland which involved restoring greater power to 

local representatives since they fear a · return to the Stormont 

2 

3 
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administration and the majority misrule they associate with 
it. Even a power-sharing system, ~he paper concludes, would be 
viewed by many with grave suspicion. 

The Anglo-Irish Agreement is not perceived to have made any 
significant improvement in West Belfast. It concludes that the 

Irish Government•s interest in west Belfast has been limited 
and concentrated to a large extent on the interface between the 

security forces and the public and to a lesser extent on the 
economic regeneration programme. 

In relation to local government, the paper is highly critical 
of the conduct of Belfast City Council and acknowledges that 
there is an argument for splitting up the City Council into 

smaller , more homogenous areas which would be easier to control 

and potentially less liable to engage in discrimination. It 
notes that suggestions have been made that the dismantling of 
the City Council could be done on the lines of the dismantling 
of the Gre~ter London Council in the mid-1980s. It goes on to 
state, however, that the difficulty with any such arrangement, 
in addition to the difficulty of deciding the boundaries of 

control, would be the formation of local government areas 

according to tribal enclaves. This would be seen by some as an 

acknowledgement of the failu~e to get the two traditions to 

cooperate in West Belfast and it might create a structure in 
which Sinn Fein would be able to tighten their control of the 

area. 

In relation to the future, the paper concludes that there is 

little immediate prospect for great political change in West 

Belfast. The best development that the British Government 

could hope for would be increased efforts and better 

organisation by the SDLP with the long-term aim of capturing 

Gerry Adams' seat (the paper seems to take it for granted that 
I • 

the seat cannot be won at the next General Election). It 

concludes also that political progress in Northern Ireland as a 

whole, whatever form it took, will have little effect in the 
short-term on West Belfast. 

2 

3 

4 
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~onclusion 

The paper notes that th 
ere are a 

Government policy i number of areas in which 
snot work· 

it states, concern th . ing. The more serious quest ions, 
e Juxtapositi i 

with the other major 
1

. on of current security policy 
po icy aims f th 

particular, confide '. . 0 e Government, in 
nee-building meas . 

economic regener t· ures and social and a ion. It 
th t h . 1 . concludes that it is inescapabl e 

a , w i e confidence and . 
. security are conceptually 

complimentary, the sh t 
or -term policies will always have a 

tendency to be in confl' t . · 
ic, as, the firmer the security pol icy, 

the greater the alienation and loss of confidence that 

results. The only possible response the paper can come up with 
is the establishment of an official standing group, with 
representatives drawn from the NIO, Northern Ireland 

Departments, RUC, Army, Housing Executive and Area Boards to 

discuss issues of mutual concern within West Belfast. The most 
fundamental problem, the paper concludes, is that of where to 
strike the balance between an efficient security policy and t he 

creation of confidence. 

The role of the paramilitaries in West Belfast is such that a 
major initiative is required in order to remove grievances and 

inequalities. Efforts such as Making Belfast work ·are 
recognised to be first steps, but it is all too easy, the paper 
states, to lose any credit for such initiatives when security 

incidents are perceived to reflect an insensitive attitude on 
the part of the security forces towards the community in which 

they are operating. Apart from improving security force 
training for dealing with the community, the paper suggests 

that the Government should consider baking greater steps to 
impinge on the economic territory of the paramilitaries in West 

Belfast in order to stop them having a free run in such 

activities by offering economic alternati~es as well as 

1 
· the businesses that fund the IRA. 

camping down on 

d t 
border on the conclusion, several times 

The paper seeme o ' deployed on the streets there will be 
that while troops are . . ·mpact of government policy will be most 
harassment and the 1 
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~eenly felt in that area on a daily basis - in other words, the 
negative interface between the conununity and the securit 
forces in the area Will almost inevitably cancel out any 
beneficial effects in other policy areas. In general: the 

. . ' h t to do paper illustrated a deep puzzleme'nt in the NIO about w a 

t i g tacitly about West Belfast while, at the same time, accep n 
that present policies si~ply do not work. It shies away, 

· policies· however, from proposing any radical alternative 

Yours sincerely 

f£ 
Padraic Collins 

..--,i 



AN RUNAIOCHT ANGLA-EIREANNACH 

BEAL FEIRSTE 

23 May 1990 

Mr. Dermot Gallagher 
Assistant Secretary 
Anglo-Irish Division 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

ANGLO-IRISH SECRETARIAT 

BELFAST 

Meeting of Ministers for Social Welfare 

Dear Assistant Secretary 

I am writing to provide a summary on a meeting on 16 May, 1990, 
between the Minister for Social Welfare, Dr. Michael Woods, 
T.D., and the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State in charge 
of the Department of Health and Social Welfare in Northern 
Ireland, Lord Skelmersdale. The meeting took place at 
Barrettstown Castle. Minister Woods was accompanied by 
Secretary McCummiskey, Assistant Secretary John Hynes, Chief 
Inspector Sean O'Reilly and other officials. Lord Skelmersdale 
was accompanied by the Permanent Secretary of his Department, 
Mr. Alan Elliott, Under-Secretary Roy Mills, Mr. David Ferguson 
(Principal) and Mr. Weslie Shannon (Private Secretary). The 
British Ambassador ano the undersigned attended the morning 
session of the meeting and the subsequent luncheon at which 
Deputies Noel Davern and Dermot Aherne were also present. 

The agenda covered issues such as cross-border Social Welfare 
fraud, comparison of benefits between North and South, 
computerisation of records, etc. 

Minister Woods set out the Irish side's measures to control 
social Welfare fraud generally and cross-border fraud in 
particular. It was felt that cross-border fraud was not a 
major problem in comparison with other opportunities to defraud 
the system. The two main areas which it was difficult to 
control, and where paramilitary influence was suspected, 
related to the building industry and contract catering. While 
not maintaining that cross-border social welfare fraud was 
significant, the Northern side, nevertheless, attached 
importance to keeping it under close scrutiny. The Irish side 
indicated its willingness to proviqe such information in this 
area as was available to it. ' 
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~here_~a~ a~ e~tensive exchange on the range of benefits in 
both Jurisdictions - a detailed comparison paper had been 
Prepared by the two Departments (copy at.tached) and it w~s 
agreed to Update this to take account of recent changes in exchange rates etc. 

The Ministers agreed that they would meet on a regu . . lair basis to exchange views on matters of mutual interest. 
Yours sincerely 

~iit_a, 
Padraic Collins 
Counsellor 

j~ I\C i~Sli. /C.£ I\/ cr-t /1"4(l(,,(i>60 . 
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::.tl eo..;s~on 

As expected, David Trimbl ~a1ned the Upper Bann 

seat for the UUp in the by- election on 17 May. His major --~--~ •
9

- ity 

was some 3Soo down on that &Ohieved by his predecessor, 
' the 

late Harold Mccusker , in 1987 but he was still a very 
comfortable l~,649 votes ahead of the seoo~-plaoed 
candidate, Brid Rodgers of the SDLP. 

i brackets ) · 
The results were as follows (1987 figures n 

Electorate 

Valid poll 

% turnout 

David Trimble (UUP) 

Brid R?dgers (SDLP) 

66377 

35620 

53. 66% 

Sheena Campbell (Sinn Fein) 

Hugh Ross (Ind. Ulster Group) 

Tom French (WP) 
Collette Jones (Cbnservative) 

William Ramsey (Alliance) 

Gary McMichael (UDP) 

Peter Doran (Greens) 
Erskine Holmes (Campaign for 

Labour) 
Alistair ounn (SDP) 

(64596) 

(42625) 

(66. 4%) 

20547 

6698 

2033 

1534 

1083 

1038 

948 

600 

576 

235 

• 
154 

Party votes in 

1987 

(26037) 

(8676) 

(3126) 

(2004) 
1: 

'( 248 7) 

All except Trimble, Rodgers and Campbell lost their deposits. 

QYf 3. While the turnout was well down ( 16, 4%) on 1987 th u 
, , e UP 

vote held up well and as a perdentage of the valid P 
11 o was 

down onlY 4, 4% on aarold MoCusker's rating in 1
987 

Wh 
· ether 

this is a tribute to the quality of Trimble's campai 
gn or 

the loyaltY of the partY faithful in Upper Bann is a moot 

3 
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point; either way the party has some cause for satisfaction 

at the outcome, particularly as there was concern beforehand 

about (a) possible apathy amqng supporters on th~ basi~ that 

the result was a foregone conclusion, (b) the extent to 

which Harold McCusker's vote was a personal one and might 

not transfer and (c) the impact which the Conservatives 
would have. 

Conservatives 

The "story" of the result was undoubtedly the very poor 

performance of the Conservatives in this their first 

Westminster election in Northern Ireland. Their campaign 

was beset by difficulties form . the outset. The local 

Association was only granted Central Office affiliation some 

3 weeks before polling day and consequently the party had 

little or no organisational structure in place in the 

Constituency by the time the campaign got underway. The 

candidate, Mrs. Jones, is Welsh and ,had no previous 

involvement or experience in politics. 

5. There will be que~tion marks also about the nature of the 

Conservatives' campaign, with high profile appearances in 

the constituency at various times of leading party figures 

such as Chairman Kenneth Baker, Environment Minister Chris 

Patten, MP Sir George Young (a ~ormer junior Environment and 

Health Minister) and NIO Ministers John.Cope and Richard 

Needham. There were also "messages of support" for Mrs. 

Jones from Mrs. Thatcher and Mr. Brooke. In the event, 

therefore, a vote of 1038 out of . a total electorate of 

6
4

1
956 (1. 6%) must be regarded as bordering on humiliation. 

6. 
commenting to us on Mrs. Jones' result, Brid Rodgers said 

that all the Northern Ireland oandidates were "united in 

their detestation" of the Tories and how they had run their 

campaign. she personally had been canvassed by Mrs. Jones 

and had to enlighten her as to her identity! Mrs. Rodgers' 

4 
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husband received a Postal request for financial assistance 
from the Tories! She felt that the profile of the NIO 

Ministers -was very "un-wise"; • she recalled Richa:cd Needham 

claiming to Seamus Mallon before the election that the 
Conservatives · -would achieve 20% of the total poll. She 

to the 
believed that they had no-w left themselves wide open 

charge that they had "gone before the people and been 
rejected". 

Regarding where the Conservatives' votes came from, the 

evidence suggests that they were largely Alliance. The 

latter dropped from 2487 in 1987 to 948, a loss of 1539. 

(Clearly this is a worrying development for Alliance but 

they will probably seek to put the result down to apathy as 

much as to defections to the Conservatives). 

8. The campaign also highlighted the many incongruities 

associated with the Conservatives decision to organise in 

Northern Ireland. Eyebrows were certainly raised, for 

instance, at the sight of NIO Ministers Richard Needham 

(particularly) and John Cope launching strongly critical 

attacks on the Unionist parties in Upper Bann, ,while at the 

same time Mr. Brooke was·conducting delicate talks with the 

leaders of those parties about the future of Northern 

9. 

1 d Also in sharp relief was the old difficulty about 
Ire an. · 

. t for conservative involvemeni in Northern Ireland 
the impe us 

. desire for integration while at the same time 
coming from a 

. G ernment policy remained devolution. 
Conservative ov 

The Upper Bann campaign will undoubtedly have P . rovided the 

· It will Conservatives with considerable food for thought . 
. e Y to be no doubt be argued that Upper Bann was never lik 1 

er further fertile ground for them and that they will do bett 

east and north. aut that argument already appears to 

concede that a marginal role and impact is the b est that can 

be hoped for. If that proves to be the case, the end result 

3 
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of the exercise may be the precise opposite of what the 

pioneers of the idea hoped to achieve - conclusive evidence 

that there is no significant,demand for integrat~on and that 

in British terms Northern Ireland is a place apart. 

Certainly as matters
1

stand, those in the party who opposed 

the idea of organising in Northern Ireland are having their 

worst fears confirmed. (In that regard, it was notable that 

Mr. Brooke, who as Party Chairman, had strongly opposed the 

move, remained aloof from the campaign, confining himself to 

a written "message of support" for Mrs. Jones). 

SDLP 

10. Brid Rodgers vote was almost 2000 down on her 1987 result. 

In absolute terms this was a drop of 22%, but in terms of 

percentage of the valid poll the decrease was only 6%. She 

told us that she was well satisfied with the outcome, 

against the background of a campaign that had been fought on 

a 11 shoe-string11 and at short notice. She put the drop in 

her vote down to "by-election apathy", noting that those who 

had not voted came largely from SDLP strongholds. The 

outcome was not, therefore, an accurate reflection of the 

party's support at present, she felt. She said that John 

Hume had commented to her that the ratio of SDLP to Sinn 

Fein support has gone from 2~: 1 in 1987 to 3~: 1 at 

present. 

Sinn Fein 
11. The Sinn Fein vote dropped from 3r26 in 1987 to 2033, a 

decrease of 35% in absolute terms and 18. 5% in terms of 

percentage of the valid poll. Brid Rodgers said that Sinn 

Fein's result is an accurate reflection of the party's 

strength at present, since they ran an active campaign and 

had the usual "mustering" oper~tion (going around the 

housing estates and providing transport to polling stations) 

on polling day. 
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Whatever the reason for the drop in their vote, it was 

another poor result for Sinn Fein and must increase concern 

within the party about how -,if at all - their continu~ng 

electoral decline can be arrested. The Upper Bann result 

will however, · have provided them with one small (if, in 

their terms, sweet) consolation - their vote was almost 

twice that of the British Government party. 

f 0'C. 
Anglo-Irish Section 

:l_ y_ May, 1990. 

:: 
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Humo oontinuoo to bo,eooptioal and worried about th 
ieoussions botwaon tho Sooretary of State and the Unionist 

Ho omphasisod, however, that he stronglv endorsed 

tho paramoters for progress agreed between Dublin an 
London. His oonoern now largely centres on the possibility 
that Molyneaux and Paisley might succeed in convincing 
Brooke to seek concessions from us, especially on th 

timing of North-South talks and on the Secretariat. 

regards th 
id that hi 

timing of the various sets of talks, Hume 
Unionist contacts believe that Molyneaux and 

Paisley would not under any circumstances accept 
simultaneous North-South and internal Northern talks. Their 

pproa?h would be to propose to the Secretary of State at 
their next meeting (22nd) that North-South talks could only 
be held when substantial internal agreement had been 
reached. This was not acceptable to the SDLP, and they 
would not be prepared to enter into all-party 'talks on this 
basi~. 

3. As regards the Secretariat, Hume believed that, while 
Molyneaux seemed committed to having the Secretariat staff 
removed, others were pushing a formula which would claim 
that, as the Conference was not meeting, the Secretariat 

would have no function or on-going work. Hume said he fully 

ndorsed our position on the Secretariat; any interference 
with the role of Maryfield, or any fudged formula, was 

imply not acceptable - the Secretariat was the core of the 
ment for the great majority of nationalists. 

I 

4, overall, Hume' s view is that the Unionists are "playing 

mes" and that, if they sought further concessions, these 
hould be firmly and quickly rejected. 
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7. Finally, Hume told me he was very upset by the Sunday 

Independent' s front page headline ("Hume shows way to beat 

IRA") which flagged his story, given that the art!icle was in 

large part designed to encourage dialogue within Sinn Fein. 

He had conveyed this' concern to his Sinn Fein contact who 

responded that the movement "read what you say" rather than 
any particular interpretation of it. 

~ Q ; -c.-. -e..e,,,_J L.? 
Dermot Gallagher, 

2 1 May, 1 9 9 0. 

cc: PS'])1 Py 
Counsell~ A-I; 

Mr.i)"ally; 

Box. 

PS~ Mr. M~ws; Mr. B~an; 



I. . ' Conversation with David Moltittriok, London Independent, 
Belfast, 22 May 1990 • 

Brooke ini t i ativ e : 

He f e lt tha t Brooke had proved hi]JlSelf clever in the way he 
a ppears to h a ve been successful so far in nudging the parties 
a long . Havi ng said that h9wever, he knows from his own reliable 
contact s i n the NIO that opinion within the NIO itself is 
divided as between those who consider some kind of deal as 
" poss i ble" and those who consider it "probable". Brooke he 
understands is definitely in the II possible" camp. 

He i s surprised that Brooke has been able to nudge Molyneaux this 
far. He is contemptuous of Molyneaux who, he feels, has built his 
enti re political career on a policy of inertia - an inertia 
which he feels is representative at this stage of the broad 
inertia of mainstream unionism. 

At the same time he is not surprised at the apparent flexibility 
of Paisley. The DUP is a party which thrives on action. Without 
some kind of activity the party is in danger of withering and 
ultimately being absorbed by the OUP. However, he was undecided 
as to whether Paisley is sincere in seeking a way forward or 
whether he will use any talks as a stage for his traditional 
theatricals. On balance he suspected theatricals the more likely 
outcome. 

Robinson is motivated by a need for power and sees some sort of 
devolutionary deal as the only way in which this can be 
realistically achieved. He now realises that the old avenue of 
flirting with paramilitarism is a dead end. Protestants are 
congenitally incapable. of organising in any effect~~e 
paramilitary way. Robinson realises this and has "given up the 
beret" . ' 

McKittrick himself is not optimistic on the chances of any deal 
being hammered out at this time. He feels that Molyneaux' s 
inertia is the dominant sense within the unionist community and 
he can see no evidence of any groundswell of popular opinion on 
either side of the divide in favour of devolution. 

Stevens: 

He was away in the United States when the report was published so 
he had little chance to analyse its contents. He was struck by 
the general low-key reaction to the report and observed that it 
had many similarities with the Bennet Rep~rt some years ago on 
torture in Castlereagh. That report ~had allegedly found no great 
problem in terms of torture but at the same time had made 
numerous recommendations tightening up procedures. The Stevens 
Report had the same flavour - "there is .no widespread problem of 
collusion, but here are at least 83 recommendations to address 
this non-existent problem" 

4 



He poin~ed out that the real crunch has yet to come in terms of 
prosecutions in the aftermath of Stevens. In this regard, the 
Brian Nelson case (see previous reports) will be the key one. 
Nelson was the senior UDA intelligence officer in Belfast. Since 
his arrest there are strong reports that he had been working for 
some years on behalf of British Military Intelligence. , Most of 
the arrests of senior ODA figures•'have resulted from what Nelson 
has told the RUC, and there is a widespread fear among loyalist 
paramilitaries tha~ Nelson may be used as a supergrass. 
McKittrick had heard that the RUC had already had psychological 
tests run on Nelson to see what kind of witness he would be. 
McKittrick, like many other observers in Belfast, was very 
doubtful whether Nelson would in the final analysis testify in 
Court. If there is any truth in the reports that he was working 
all along for military intelligence, then this would throw a new 
and very embarrassing light on the whole question of collusion, 
in that it would imply that the British Army were all along 
aware of the sources and extent of leakages of information from 
the security forces - information which was used as a basis for a 
number of assassinations in recent times. 

~~ 
Brendan McMahon 
Anglo/Irish Division 
24 May 1990 

cc A/Sec Gallagher 
counsellors A. I. 
Secretariat 
Box 

,:; 
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•'I' Conversation with Alan Murray, Irish Presa, 

Belfast. 22 May 1990 
. ,-· 

Brooke initiative: 

Murray is an E t B 
was obviousl as elfast Presbyt~rian and, when I met; him, he 
school-mate! acting as an advocate on behalf of his former 
with great c nd friend, P~ter Robinson. He argued forcibly and 
felt that "t~viction that the time was now ripe for talks. He 
atmospherics" sis the historic moment" and that "the right 
momentum f would be the key element in ensuring the proper 
such t or the process. The Government could help in creating 
lookia mo~p~erics by publicly adopting a positive and forward
and hrg at tude, articulating the opportunity now for a real 
opt ' . 6 ~~ric agreement between the people of Ireland. He was very 
Th 1

~ 16 c that talks would take place - probably in the Autumn. 
d ~ 7rtervening period could be used by Brooke to iron out the 

e ai . s of the talks and to ensure a smooth start to the process 
once it commenced in the Autumn. 

He argued that neither the Government nor the SDLP had anything 
to lo?se in agreeing to some sort of suspensionist formulation in 
relation to the Secretariat. If the talks did not succeed, both 
Governments should say "we tried and we will try again at a later 
date". The Secretariat would resume normal functioning and the 
pressure would then be on Paisley and Molyneaux to try harder to 
reach agreement the next time. 

He could understand that there may be deep suspicions in Dublin 
that we were being asked "to buy a pig in a poke" and could 
understand our difficulty in reconciling the private stance of 
someone like Sammy Wilson (an enthusiastic supporter of 
Robinson) with his public comments which are as bitter as ever. 
However, he glided over this point and was quite passionate in 
arguing that to do nothing at the present juncture br to torpedo 
the present initiative would be to play to the negative tendency 
in Northern Ireland - and by this he meant the negative no-hope 
stance of the Provos. 

His main fear was Molyneaux who, as an integrationist, was at 
best unenthusiastic about any devolutionist rnitiative. He felt 
that Paisley was more amenable and to some extent more easily 
controlled by his party which is unequ~yocally devolutionist. In 
that regard he mentioned that the DUP is no longer the personal 
roperty of Paisley and that people 1ike Robinson and Wilson tend i dopt an approach that "the Doc does his thing and we do 
0 a .. some weeks ago Wilson, as DUP press officer, issued a 

o~r~ · ent which was deeply critical of Molyneaux's attempts to 
6 a e~h goal posts in relation to the talks. Paisley stormed 
~ove et headquarters and told Robinson ··:that he had 
in~o parail fired Wilson from his pbst as press officer. Some 
un1later ! party executive meeting was held and Wilson attended 
days later 1 way in his position as press officer. No further 
in t~e norma made of Paisley' 8 attempt to .. fire Wilson. Both 
mention wasd Wilson had simply ignored him. 
Robinson an 

..=: 
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He' h ad earl i er phoned Fr Faul to try to enlist his support for 
~he ini t i a tive . [Fr Faul has been very vocal in recent times in 
insisting tha t the r e could be no 81).Spension of the Secretariat. 
Murray was dismis s ive of Faul ' s reacti on and felt that his 
support for the Secretariat was largely "an ego-trip" and was 
b as ed on the influence which Faul felt the Secretariat gave him 
in r e lation to vari ous complaints regarding the securi ty forces. 

I f 

[I met Fr Faul l ater that afternoon and without any prompting on 
my part, he immediately lFunched into an account of his earlier 
conversation with Murray. Faul had been taken aback at Murray's 
enthusiastic advocacy on behalf of the Brooke initiative and felt 
that he had been put up to it by Robinson. Faul was totally 
unconvinced and was strongly of the view that no concession 
should be made on the Secretariat. He told me that at a recent 
dinner with Brooke he had told him bluntly that he was against 
devolution at this time and that the advantage of direct rule is 
t hat " the British don't know the difference between Newtownabbey 
and Coalisland". As a result, grants etc are administered 
reasonably fairly. He was apparently quite cynical with Brooke 
and told him that Catholics are quite happy to take whatever 
grants and other benefits are on offer but will take no 
responsibility for the running of Northern Ireland. In those 
c i rcumstances, he told Brooke that "there is no alternative but 
to continue to bear the white man's burden" - a phrase which he 
repeated on a number of occasions and which he said Blelloch, who 
was present at the dinner, appeared to find deeply irritating.] 

Stevens: 

Murray felt that Stevens had done a reasonable job and that his 
report had been very harsh with the Army - something which he 
fe l t was missed by much of the media. (The Sunday Press had 
failed to carry an analysis of the report which he had filed. ) He 
felt that the comments regarding the decision of ttle Army to 
ignore negative vetting reports by the RUC in a number of cases 
raised serious questions. He thought it would not be unreasonable 
to speculate as to whether this had been done deliberately by the 
Army who may have had some unspecifi~d use for such people! 

It had been in response to questions by Mur~ay at the press 
conference that Stevens had admitted that two cases involving RUC 
officers had been forwarded to the OPP, He told me that no-one 
other than Annesley knew who the two officers were, as the 
Stevens team had played these cases very close to their chest. 
From his own contacts, he had heard that they were both reserve 
constables, and he commented that at least if prosecutions are 
not i nstituted in these cases, the RUC will be able to get rid 
of both officers as reservists are emplored on yearly contracts 
whi ch need not be renewed. However, his o~n sources had told him 
that about 5 or 6 regular RUC offic~rs had come under suspicion 
during the course of the enquiry. This posed a particular problem 
as the RUC would not be able to dismiss such officers on the 
basis of suspicion, though he assumed that it might be possible 
to transfer them to areas where they could do little or no har 
[ There are a number of cases where the RUC in the past have be:~ 



:' 

unable to dismiss Officers. The most notorious relates to a 
aetective sergeant named Mccormack Who some years ago was 
onvicted of armed robbery and the .murder of a fellow RUC 

officer who had become suspicious Of his activities. However, al 
~cCormack was subsequently acquitted on~ technicality on fipe 
a ' ' 1 

nd 
while no longer on the force, is still drawing his fu sergeant s pay. 

,, 

Racketeering: ,' 

His information is that th 
beginning to bite into Pr 8 Anti-Racketeering Unit in the RUC is 
PAYE regulations fire reov~ f~nances. The strict enforcement of 
an effect on their prof'tgu at ons etc on Provo clubs is having 
apparently have littl i margi~s. [comment: The Provos 
respect to most of the.alternative but to follow regulations in 

eir clubs g' th · · 1 investment which . t· d . ' iven e massive capita 
. is ie up in them. The parish priest of 

Twinbrook r7cently showed me the Kilwee Social Club on the 
estat7. ~t is substantially larger that the Catholic Church and 
the fittings and furnishings are apparently of the highest 
standard .. Fr McGee estimated that it must represent an investment 
of something between half a million and a million pounds.] 
Murray's understanding is that there may be further major 
developments next month, though the RUC feel that it will 
probably take anything up to three years to fully get on top of 
the problem. He thought the recent mail train robbery near 
Drogheda had all the hallmarks of the type of professionalism one 
associates with the Provos and he speculated as to whether this 
might be indicative of a growing cash-flow problem for the 
movement. 

{~J-7··7~ 
Brendan McMahon 
Anglo/Irish Division 
24 May 1990 

cc A/Sec Gallagher 
Counsellors A.I. 
Secretariat 
Box 
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conversation with Brian Feeney, SDLP, BeJ -
.fast, 23 May 1990. 

Brooke initiative: 

While he would be classed a 
tier" of the SDLP and ther 

6 
fa prominent member of the II second 

devolutionary arr~ngement w~io~e 7eportedly ~nxious for a 
political role in Northern po~it~ight give h7m a more fulfilling 
little prospect for an cs, he cautioned that he sees 
current initiative InYhfccep~a~le arrangement emerging from the 
of the SDLP" i i . s opinion, the so-called "second tier 
the art 6 no crying out for devolution. The second tier of 
f P 

1
,I, 00 longer contains activists who have sacrificed career 

or po 1 1.cs .. "There are no Hugh Logues at the moment". As a 
result t~ere 7s no element that he can see within the party who 
have a financial need for devolution. 

He.wa~ ve7y cau~ious about the initiative and suspicious of 
unionist intentions. Any suspension of the Secretariat would, he 
felt, have a very negative impact on Catholic opinion. His own 
view of the exercise is that it is 11 a game of pass the parcel 
with all parties anxious to avoid being seen to be holding the 
parcel when the music stops". If it comes to it, he felt that the 
SDLP should be prepared to be seen to be holding the parcel - if 
this was the price which had to be paid. He commented that to 
date the SDLP had managed to duck the issue and would continue 
to do so as long as possible. He felt that (possibly for the 
first time ever) the party should be grateful to Fr Faul who had 
managed to take upon himself the role of defender of the 
Agreement articulating a no-surrender stance which he felt 
reflects the stance of the broad mass of nationalists in 
Northern Ireland. 

He felt that the only ones actively supporting the initiative 
were the Robinson faction of the DUP - a party which is an 
activist one and which, in a situ~t~on of ~olitical ine~tia, is 
· d er of seeing its vote declining. This tendency with the 
~~P :~fe was already evident in the last local elections. 

Stevens Report: 
He was unimpressed with the report which he feels failed to come 
to grips with the fundamentals of the problem of collusion in any 
meaningful way. There had been no mention of their findings 
relating to a number of recent killings where collusion was 
widely suspected -viz- Hamill; Slane (where RUC Castlereagh 
mugshots may to have been used); Terry McDaid; Billy Totten· 
Seamus Finnucane and, indeed, Loughlin Maginn. ' 

He saw parallels with the Bennet Report on torture in 
Castlereagh, where the problem of torture was denied but at the 
same time numerous recommendations were made to tighten up 
procedures. He accepted that the Bennett Report had however, by 

,.-"··~-.··-
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and large succeeded in the sense that allegations of torture in 
Castlereagh are now a rarity. In that sense he hoped for some 
positive effects from the Stevens Report in the longer term, in 
that while it also failed to address past misdeeds, it might have 
an effect in reducing future incidents of collusion within the 
security forces. 

IPLO: 

He commented that there has been a worrying development in recent 
times in the harder nationalist areas of Belfast like Divis and 
the New Lodge with a growth in the influence of the IPLO. The 
organisation is drawing on the support of "the cider-swilling 
yahoos" in these areas - the type of people which the Provos 
would never recruit. As an example of the type of mentality 
involved, he mentioned a recent incident in Divis where at a 
small community meeting called to discuss the problem of 
vandali~m, some local yahoos from the IPLO crashed in and 
threatened those present. Sinn Fein/IRA then appeared on~
scene _ represented by II a formidable group_ of _gentlemen" c---

·' . Apparently they 
lined up the IPLO members against the wall anfr the armed IRA 
bodyguard made it very explicit to the leader of the group that 
in the event of further trouble, he would be "nutted" (ie 
killed). The reaction of the IPLO group was one of open defiance 
of a most foolhardy type -viz- "Go ahead and nut me you fucker. 
Why don't you nut me now? What's stopping you? etc" 

Feeney observed that the situation in these harder areas is in 
danger of spinning totally out of control - even of the IRA. All 
traditional values and patterns of life - family, school, Church 
etc are in disarray and many of the young people emerging from 
this environment are out of control. He mentioned that Seamus 
Lynch, leader of the Workers Party in Belfast, had recently taken 
him aside after a Council meeting and spoken at great length of 
his worries regarding this growing development, commenting that 
"these fellows have nothing to loose, they don't care, they will 
shoot anyone". 

~ 
Brendan McMahon 
Anglo/Irish Division 
25 May 1990 

cc A/Sec Gallagher 
counsellors A.I. 
secretariat 
Box 
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Conversation with Monsignor Dallat 
West Belfast, 23 May 1990 

Monsignor Dallat, who is parish priest of St Paul's in the middle 
Falls, is the senior Catholic Priest in West Belfast. 

Brooke initiative: 

While he appreciated that it might sound somewhat unpatriotic, 
he favoured a continuation of direct rule in Northern Ireland for 
the moment. His own feeling is that no matter what formulation 
of power-sharing might emerge, he doubted whether in practice the 
Unionists were yet ready to share power in any meaningful way. He 
was concerned at the effect which a devolutionary arrangement 
might have, particularly in the middle, and in some cases, senior 
ranks of the Northern Ireland civil service. In his experience, 
old discriminatory habits had not yet died in the civil service 
and might in fact receive a kiss of life with a (albeit limited) 
return to power of unionist politicians. At least under direct 
rule there is no evidence of discriminatory practice at political 
level and there is some evidence that the political level is 
slowly but surely changing the old habits within the civil 
service. 

Sinn Fein: 

He commented that Sinn Fein were failing to drum-up the kind of 
public support which they traditionally might have expected for 
their events. He instanced the recent H Block commemoration march 
down the Falls. His watched the march and estimated that no more 
than 500 participated - a figure which was well down on what they 
might have expected, even up to a year ago. 

By contrast, he mentioned that earlier this year, the Bishop had 
been keen to prove that the Provos did not have a monopoly of the 
Falls Road and, notwithstanding some hesitancy on the part of 
some of the priests of the area, had insisted that a religious 
parade be organised for Palm Sunday. Dallatt had been concerned 
that it might expose the more active Church members among the 
youth of the area to a possibly destructi~e level of ridicule 
from their peers. In the event, the occasion was an outstanding 
success with at least 7,000 people, many of them young people 
from the schools in West Belfast, actively participating in the 
parade. 

He was not sure what conclusion could be drawn from the contrast 
between the level of participation in the two events, but 
thought it noteworthy in that it may signal the end of Sinn Fein 
street politics of the traditional kind. He cautioned however, 
th t Sinn Fein could still get ~he crowds in the event of some 
bl~nder by the security forces in the area. 
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West Belfast Et 

n erprise Board (WBEB): 

He is on the b d 
by far th 1 oar of the WBEB - which is a Church inspired and 
promotin e argest and most effective organisation involved in 
that the;et~e economic regeneration of west Belfast. He indicated 
or a . . is a level of growing dissension within the 

g ru.sation1 which many feel is too tightly controlled by a 
s~all inner clique. He was critical of the decision to include on ! e Board1 . John Carmichael of LEDU (the Government agency 

nvolv~d with the promotion of small scale local enterprise). 
There is a growing suspicion that Carmichael may have attempted 
t? rno~opolise West Belfast on behalf of LEDU and effectively 
side~ined the . IDB (the Northern Ireland equivalent of the IDA1 
and.i~volved in the promotion of large scale projects). In 
addit1on1 there is some dissatisfaction with the current 
chairman1 Frank Murphy, who tends to keep the board of the 
organisation in the dark on many of the activities and proposals 
before the WBEB. A number of Board members were to meet with 
Murphy that evening in an attempt to persuade him to step down at 
the next AGM. He hoped that this could be achieved amicably and 
hoped he would be replaced as Chairman by John Carlini Vice
Principal of the Belfast College of Business Studies. [Comment: 
The WBEB1 and particularly Murphy1 Carmichael and Fr Matt 
Wallace1 have been closely identified with the Knights of 
Columbanus - an aspect of the WBEB which has frequently been the 
subject of criticism from other activists. It is possible that 
this may represent an attempt to end the monopoly of the Knights 
within the organisation.] 

~ 
Brendan McMahon 
Anglo/Irish Division 
24 May 1990 

cc A/Sec Gallagher 
Counsellors A.I. 
Secretariat 
Box 
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J.'f May, 1990. 

Mr. Dermot Gallagher, 
·Assistant Secretary, 
Department of Foreign Affairs, 
Dublin. 

Conversation with Edward Leigh MP 
PPS to John Patten, Minister of State at the Home Office 

Dear Assistant Secretary, 

c;:1'S ~ . 

I had lunch on ·22 May with Edward Leigh, Joint Secretary with Henry 
Bellingham of the Northern Ireland Backbench Committee. Leigh has just 
been appointed PPS to John Patten - the Minister of State at the Home 
Office and he is, as a result, about to relinquish his involvement with 
the Backbench Committee. (Another recent promotion of interest to us is 
Tim Woods' elevation from PPS to Peter Brooke to the Whip's Office - a 
move which is likely to lead to his disengagement from the acttvities of 
the Inter-Parliamentary Body. He is.as you know a member of the Steering 
Committee). 

Conservative defeat in the Upper Bann 

Leigh spoke of "widespread dismay and puzzlement" at the result in the 
i Upper Bann. According to him, MPs who were actively involved and people 
1 at Central Office genuinely believed that they would do rather well, some 

being of the view that Colette Jones might come .a creditable second. No· 
one, he said, expected her to do so badly - to lose her deposit and worst 
of all to trail behind Sinn Fein. Leigh has accepted an invitation to 
become President of the North Belfast Conservative Association and is one 
of those younger MPs who, from the outset, enthusiastically supported the 
campaign for affiliation. It is clear from Leigh and others such as 
Andrew McKay - one of those who seemed to genuinely believe that Colette 
Jones might come second - that there was thr?ughout . a seri~us 

I 
miscalculation of the extent of the task facing the party 1n the 
by-election an~ ~t the end of the day little real understanding of the 
political real1t1es on the ground. 
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According ~o L:igh t~e defeat has sparked off some recriminations among 
those most acti~ely involved as Central Office seek to find out how they 
coul~ have.got it so wro~g. Leigh stressed that a.defeat of this 
magnitude is_no small thing and in particular it is not something that 
th~y would_wis~ to see repeated. Among MPs with little direct intrest in 
Irish affairs it h~s, he continued, confirmed their worst prejudic~ that 
"Northern Ireland is a lost cause where voters turn their backs on' a 
golden opportunity to opt out of sectarian politics." 

London Bombings 

Leigh referred to exchanges at Prime Minister's questions on 17 May when 
Ian Gow asked the Prime Minister if Dublin had issued a condemnation of 
the Eltham and Wembley bombings. According to Leigh, Gow's question 
reflected a widespread concern among MPs at the absence of any Irish 
Government statement. (Note: We have no evidence that this concern was, 
in fact, widespread). In~versation with a Government Minister (whom 
Leigh refused to name) earlier that day, the question had arisen and 
according to Leigh the Minister had remarked in very critical terms on 
the absence of any statement from Dublin. He was not surprise? therefore 
when Gow used his place on the list for Prime Minister's Questions to 
raise the matter. 

In response, I set out the Government's policy ~n relation to such 
statements. I also pointed to statements made in the Seanad ?n 17 May 
as an illustration of the widespread concern felt by all parties at the 
events in London. 

Home Office 

1 th about his new job with the Home Office team. He 
He spoke ailso~~h ~~~ Patten but recognises that he has a reputati?n, 
gets on we w! . deserved as a dour and difficult h?rdliner. 
which he felt ~s e~tirelyl~nbriefing; and management meetings out is not 
Leigh as PPS sits in on a be in a osition to comment in any• 
there long enough as yet !0 exp~cially those that are of interest to authoritative way on the issues, . 
us. 

. he did reveal that the Prison Service 
In an interesting aside however, are "in serious trouble with the Home 
including those at headqu~rte~;,the riot at Strangeways; Leigh told_me 
Secretary" over the handllr:tg ton's instinct had been to s!or'!l the prison 
that from the outs~t, Waddingadvice of the officials who it is no~ felt 
but he chose to abide by the t d the extent of the obstacles in th~ 

·thh ld information and exaggera ~ now a strong feeling that the entire wi e · There is . · f 
way of a police operation.d d above all created an impression o 

. b dl mishandle an . The Home Secretary has as a 
affair was .a ypetence and vacillation. a freer flow of information to 
Governm~ntt~nt~~d new procedu:es todehn!~r!ade very clear, according to result ms ! . me office an . 
Ministers within the Ho ·th the Prison Service. 
Leigh, his displeasure wi 

g:_~\~Ct' 
(( Joe Hayes 

Counsellor 
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May, 1990. 

Mr. Dermot Gallagher, 
Assistant Secretary, 
Department of Foreign Affairs, 
Dublin. 

Conversation with Anthony Beaumont-Dark MP 

Dear Assistant Secretary, 

I_ha? lunch on 21 May with Anthony Beaumont-Dark, Conservative MP for 
B1rm1ngham Selly Oak, Beaumont-Dark is something of a colourful maverick. 
with a direct, occasionally abrasive, outspoken manner. On the 
right-wing of the party on most issues - he is a friend and supporter of 
Norman Tebbit - he is however no favourite of the Prime Minister with 
whom he is frequently at odds and always available to the media.with a 
ready supply of mostly critical comment on the Government's performance. 

The Birmingham Six 

Beaumont-Dark's principal interest to us lies in his espousal from an 
early stage of the case of the Birmingham Six .. He came to Westminster 
after a long apprenti~eship i~ local P?litics in ~irmin~ham and was 
Deputy Leader of Birmingham City Council at the time of the bombings. He 
was in fact the first public representative to reach the scene and he 
recounted to me in graphic detail his recollectiQn of that night. He 
raises the case of the Six from time to time in the House, most recently 
in December of last year when he urged the Home Secretary to use the Shaw 
enquiry as a means of resolving the issue. As on previous occasions, his 
intervention was the only positive one on the Gov~rl;lllent side and it 
lifted the exchanges from the usual cross party divide. 

He situates his view of the case ~nth~ w~der1 context of his deep 
siness with police attitudes in Br1ta1n to vulnerable suspects 

une~unting a recent conversation he had with~ unnamed C~ief Co~table 
~ r~c ht to defend the actions of the West Midlands Serious Crimes 

w ~a~o~~ arguing that 90% of th?se convicted on the basis of the squad's 
~~lice work had in fact been guilty. 

IJ/ 
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Beaumont-Dark feels that the case will only be satisfactorily resolved.by 
a further referral to the Appeal Court. In his opinion this is the maJor 
stumbling block facing the Home Secretary who is well aware of Lord 
Lane's obdurate position on the case. Beaumont-Dark echoed a view which 
I have heard previously expressed by David Lidington - Douglas Hur~'s 
political adviser - to the effect that Lord Lane would regard a further 
referral of the case as an attempt by the Governments to "pass the 
b':1ck". He spoke of a "lihispering campaign" aimed at discrediting the_ 
Six. He himself had been told on several occasions that two of the Six 
were guilty and he had also heard "from very authoritative sources" that 
two of the Guildford Four were in fact guilty of the Woolwich bombings. 

Succession to the Archbishop of Canterbury 

Beaumont-Dark is a close friend of the Archbishop of Birmingham wh~ is 
sometimes spoken of as an outside contender to succeed Robert Runc1e as 
Archbishop of Canterbury. He claimed that the Crown Appointments 
Commission - the body officially responsible for putting forward the 
names of candidates to the Prime Minister - had drawn up a list of four 

r 
possible candidates. It did not include, he said, Dr. Eames who in his 
view never stood any real chance despite the rumours that he was the 

{ favoured candidate of the Prime Minister. 

Yours sincerely, 

8.~~~ 
'~ 

Counsellor 
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Mr. Derrnot Gallagher 
Ass i stant Secretary 
Anglo-Irish Division 

Dear Assistant Secretary 

Brooke and the Unionists: further conversations 

Fu r~her to my report of 15 May, the following are some additional points 
of interest which arose in conversations with Richard Ford yesterday and 
with Frank Millar this morning. 

Richard Ford indicated that the substance of Frank Millar's story in the 
Irish Times last Tuesday has been broadly confirmed to him by NIO 
sou rces, though •one or two details• were inaccurate. The same sources 
were unhappy with the disclosure of this material, which they attributed 

to the Unionist leaders. 

As regards the prospects for arooke's next meeting with the Unionists 
(which Ford now understands to be planned for next Tuesday afternoon), 
the NIO sources expressed some confidence that, even if the meeting ends 
in a breakdown, this may be no more than a temporary setback. They 

'

suggested that a breakdown next week would not necessarily be the •end of 
the roaa• and that the process could be revived a little later. (Though 
the metaphor was evidently not used to Ford, this would appear to be the 
•stopping-in-the-middle-of-the-racecourse• scenario indicated recently· by 

Brooke). 
Ford also talked yesterdaV afternoon to Molvneaux, who broadly c f' - - on 1rmed 

the accuracy of Millar's story. Asked for his own view of the 
invo 1 veme nt proposed for the Irish Government, Molyneaux said that he 

/ 

could not wear the idea of eritish-trish talks ~ing conducted in 
parallel with internal talks within Northe1rn Irel;,nd, This reS?Onse 
tended to confirm Ford's own view (convey•~ in my re~ort of 15 May) that 
Molvneaux disclosed this aspect of the proposal to Millar with a vi· - ew to 

ff creating alarm about oublin's role, and manu~acturin? spurious grounds for 
{/ ending the unionists' involvement 1n Brooke s e,erc1se, 

--
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Frank Millar is aw ' 
caicu\ati are that this may have been part of Mo lyneaux s 

on. In a c hi story would onversation this morning, he speculated that s 
asier f not have suited the NIO, who would not wish to make things 

or Molyn ' With Millar e aux and Paisley in thi9 respect. In two co nvetsations 
stor yesterday, NIO sources tried to pour cold water on his 
was y. They told him that no,proposa l for parallel British-Irish talks 
Dubti~~ by Brooke to 'the Unionists last Friday and that the question of 
f 8 involvement in future talks was not discussed nor would it 
e~ture at next week's meeti ng. The North/South and East/West 

re atio nahip s , they indicated, would arise only at a much later stage. 
Millar is extremely dubious about this account of last Friday's meeting, 
which is fundamentally at odds with what he heard from his own sources. 

While Millar has not explicitly confirmed that the two Unionist leaders 
were his sources, he has dropped several large hints to this effect. 
Mentioning this morning that he had two very authoritative sources for 
his story, he went on immediately to say that Brooke read out •to them• 
at last Friday's meeting a section dealing with the Irish Government's 
involvement. Brooke read this section at dictation speed, underlining 
its importance, •and they both noted it•, There was, Millar understands, 
a substantial discussion of this aspect. 

The conclusion Millar has tentatively reached is that, at next Tuesday's 
meeting, the British side may focus on the Unionists• three preconditions 

/

for talks and try to leave to one side the estion f the Irish 
Government• s ·1nvo ks. It is rumoured that a form of 
words on the Secretariat agreed with Dublin and that this will 
be put by Brooke to the Unionists. If the Unionists want the current 
exercise to succeed - and Millar conceded that this is "a very big if• -
a possible outcome next Tuesday would be that they would emerge saying 
that their three preconditions have been met by the two GoveYnments; that 
the way has therefore been cleared for bilateral talks with ijrooke 
followed possibly by inter-party t~lks; and that questions relating to 

h the Irish Government's involvement in this whole process are not 
V immediately relevant but are for resolution at a later stage. 

on the other hand, Millar has heard that, at his meeting with the 
Unionists last week, Brooke not merely proposed parallel British-Irish 
talks but also a formal declaration which would underline Dublin's 
legitimate interest in the entire process and the need for it to be fully 

involved, 

It goes without saying that I refused to be ·drawn into speculation on any 
of these matters. 

yours sincerely 

/J,-~ b-c-~,tw.x 
oavid oonoghue 
press and Information Officer 
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Mr Dermot Gallagher 
Assistant Secretary 
Anglo Irish Division 
Department of Foreign Affairs 
Dublin 

Dear Assistant Secretary, 

MAY INQUIRY: MAGUIRE CONVICTIONS UNSAFE 

By agreement with the Department, I attended the opening day of the hearing 

of the scientific / forensic evidence in the case of the "Maguire defendants" 

[the Maguire family, Guiseppe Conlon, Patrick O'Neill and Shaun Smyth]. 

Substantively, the day was entirely taken up with a statement by the 

leading Counsel ·to the Inquiry, Mr David Clarke, QC, which was essentially 

a review of the scientific evidence in the case. Clarke's conclusion, 

albeit a provisional one, that it was now "impossible to conclude that any 

of the convictions was safe and satisfactory", was a ma.1or surpr.ise, at 

this stage of the Inquiry at any rate./A copy of the advance te~t of 

Clarke's statement, which is substantially correct, together with a press 

~~ 

release and a table of legal representatives, is attached.]? ,v o 1 ,-dP<-<cl.o<I .:. ;:?~ 

Clarke's conclusion was based mainly on an independent ;cientific study 

commissioned by the Inquiry, carried out under the direction of Professor 

Thorburn Burns of QUB. There were two main concl~sions: 

1. That the TLC tests carried out on the Maguire defendants were not 

/ 

capable of distinguishing between _nitroglycerine (NG] and PETN, another 

explosive substance. Possession ot PETN would not_ be capable of innocent 

explanation, any more than NG, but the charge on which the defendants 

were found guilty was specific - unnecessarily - to the possession of 

NG. 
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2. Tha ,he , races of C fo, nd on the e endants could h ,e been ,he re ult 

' 
of innocen ion. I :.1ould still mean th t Ofj one o bad been 

in recen , ccn ac '.41 h G had been in the iiaguire household but this 

would not nece~=3ri y have bee:n any of the defendants. 

There were s o her points of interest in Clarke's state t. He ;.erely 

notes C ara 251, wi hout co nt , that the police, lhile swabbing the 

Maguire house for traces of e~plosives, itte ,he liqing room an, more 

s urprisingly, he ba hro This produced snorts of disbelief fr s P of 

he lawyers presen and I woul be s urprised if it did not feature in cross 

ex na ion la er in the Inquir7 of t he police witnesses by defence 

a·yers, seeking o er ine ,he integrity of he police approach to the 

case (the cc 

ere] . 

ts o Lord Fit an Robert Kee recor ed below are relevant 

C ar.e cone des that it is di icult to e~plain the contradictor7 results 

of e est ro Patrick .faguire' s right hand ( the ry swab was positive; 

er swab negative] . Thorburn Burns e~planation ie the use of 

ins fficien e er on the swab; ,his is another area of possible 

co, ro•,ersy 13 1::r in he Inquiry C para 411. 

,:; ar.te is ""'ore 0•1.c.3rt y critical of the failure of the prosecuti'on ,o serve 

on t e de ence at the ti _ o the original trial t e e,i ence o Dr 

La bo rn. This ght ha•,e supported the e ,1 ence of Vincent '1aguire hat n 

objec ad andled was chalk rather than explosives (paras 57 - 611. 

Si ar y. he dir:al-s :ilith the failure of the pi:osec1J ion ,o Mke ~vail ble 

to t e de ence h':: "'8r7"3n, :snd Dic~e.on li t• o st te ,6 not being 1Jsed 

1 d ~pecificall•,, testate ent ot Dr Tr,.er on the inte~rit7 of 
g'=llt::ra '/ en , - J 

0 

t e 11..C est on ~
1
ich ,he prosecution case reste'd, He concludes th t Trut r 

s ould ave een notified to he defence e,en i he does no consider that 

~n, prej dice was caused C paras 86 - 1001, The bla e ,1 h 

e OPP; ~e it ap ens, 1 spo~e to Ann Butler of the Crown Pro ecution 

f his P
-~t of ,he state ent wae reach d. At that t1 he 

Service be ore ~· -• 

did not consider hat he CPS ~oul 
1nder pr sa r- t th Inquiry but co 

6 i d. ng he cienti 
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Clarke believes t 
hat the evidence of the 

Elliott might well h b prosecution scientists, Hills and 
ave een di d sere ited if they had been recalled for 

cross examination at th t 
e rial. He raises the likelihood that the Cpurt of 

Appeal might have taken a ' 
different view of the safety of the convictions 

if these scientists had b 
een more forthcoming in their evidence (para 741, 

This might be seen b so Y me as an attempt to shore up the position of the 
Court of Appeal, already under pressure as h a result of its failure in t e 
Guildford Four and th 0 er cases. There have been some calls in the media for 

the resignation of the Lord Chief Justice, Lane, but Robert Kee told me 

yesterday that he does not think that he will allow these developments to 
affect him and that he ill w finish out the three years or so he has left . 

When the session of the Inquiry was concluded, Lord Fitt put himself 

forward to the media representatives. He said that he was unhappy with the 

conclusions reached by Clarke; t.hey were 311 dght in so far as they went 

but there was a cover-up for the police. Fitt went on the instance his 

anti-IRA credentials as proof that he was not anti t.he police but he dld 

think that the question of the fabrication of the forensic evidence in this 

case had to be looked into. Robert Kee was present but seemed reluctant to 

be drawn into this by Fitt . However, when I had the opportunity to speak to 

him later at a dinner at Mr Hayes's house, he wholeheartedly enqorsed 

Fitt's line. In fact, he went further in alleging that there wa~ no other 

r explanation of what had happened. He sees the "Establishment" as having ! thrown in the towel on the case but still wanting to extricate itself with 

j a minimum of damage. He states that originally the police, on the basis of 

Conlon's confession, had charged Mrs Maguire with planting the Guildford 

bombs. She was only charged with possession of explosives after two months 

in custody when the original charges were droppeg. By this account, the 

Mr M i that they would get her. family on possession of 
police told s agu re 

i f they could not bring forward the bombing charges. Kee 
explosives charges 

i
' M i cases having arisen as a result of 

sees the Guildford and agu res 

t t• the Surrey policei they f_elt that they had to 
desperation on the par 0 

match the success of the West Midlands polic~ who se~med to have 

responsible for the Birmingham bombings. 
apprehended those 
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Birmingham Six 

Kee, incidentally, is pessimistic about the Birmingham Six case, believing 

that the "Establishment" is determined to fight on in it. I also spoke to 

Gareth Pierce about the case. She is build1ng up a second dossier of 

evidence which she does not envisage submitting to the Home Office at this 
' 

stage. She will keep it ·in hand for use if she feels the situation requires 

it. In this connection, she has written recently to Dr O Muircheartaigh of 

UCG, asking a number of questions about the contents of his paper, which, 

you w reca , as een copied to her. e as a ill 11 h b Sh h high Opinion of it and 

sees it as part of the second line of defence that she is now working on. 

Yours sincerely, 

First Secretary. 
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Dear Assistant Secretary 

PLEAS! NOTE: 

17, GROSVENOR PLACE, 
SW1X 7HA 

Telephone: 01·236 2171 

TELEX: 916104 

Effective May 6, 1990 
Tel: 071.235.2171 

Lunch with Chris McLoughlin, The Scotsman 

McLoughlin is the Political Editor of the Scotsman. 

The following points of interest arose: 

Extradition 

In.her ~e~ly last Thursday to a PQ by Ian Gow on extradition, the 
Prime M1n1ster was once again gratuitously offensive on this 
subject . There was no need for her to agree with Gow's obviously 
provocative question. She had already given a more mute~ expression 
of her views on extradition when replying earlier in the week to a PQ 
by Michael Mates. 

In private conversation afterwards, some media observers linked the 
vehemence of the Prime Minister's respo'nse to Gow to the absence on 
Thursday of her usual confrontation with Neil Kinnock (who had 
limited his intervention to an expression of Labour's horror at the 
previous day's bombing). unable to attac~ Kinnock, "the handbag had 
to be swung e 1 sew he re•. 

While she did not read on either occasion from a prepared reply, it 
may be taken for granted that both MPs (Mates and Gow) would have 
intimated beforehand their intention to raise extradition. There 
would therefore have been a high degree of premeditation in what 

' ' . Mrs Thatcher said on each occasion. At this stage in her career, she 
knows fu 11 we 11 that any response de H ive red on sensitive matters of 
this kind involving other Governments is utomatically interpreted as 

a diplomatic signal. 
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McLoughlin (who c overed th 
contrast between th . e recent D b. . . e Prime M' . u lin sum 't) author1t1es and the ff inister's off .mi was struck by th 

II 
· e orts ens1 vene e Tao1seach, since th b made consi· t ss towards the I . h . . e egi . s ent ly d ris 

pos~ t ion on sensitive EC nn1 ng of the year an publicly by the 
reciprocated•. matters. •she h , to protect Mrs Thatcher' 

as, to put it mildl s Y, not 
McLaughlin suggested 

11 that Mrs Th we prove counter-pt d . atcher's remarks 
sidelines• about th .o uctive. "Lecturing th ~ast Thursday could 

h · , e i r extra d · t · e Ins h from t h ac 1ev1ng the changes . 1 ion legislat. . e in that 1 . ion is hardly co d . 
reportedly favours. egislation which n ucive to the Prime Minister 

arooke and the Unionists 

McLoughli n described the U . . . n1on1 st demand f Maryfield as spurious Wh or the closure of 
t h . • atever vague t. e suspension of Confere . ra ionale may be advanced for 
· t nee meetings · 1n er-party talks it is . . in order to facilitate ' 1mpossi ble to s . . for the closure during th' . ee a practical Justification 
· · · b 1 s period of what · inv1.s1 le bureaucracy ... . 1s essentiallv an 

• • - • n sensible compro . b -pos1t1ons on Maryfield wo ld b mise etween the two rival 
u e for the inst't t· the Secretariat to remain . 1 

1 u ion and machinery of 
represented as diminished 1~.~ ace but for its workload to be 
place. w 1 e no Conference meeting is taking 

~s. r~g:~ds the aspects reported by Frank Millar in last Tuesday's 
ns 1.mes, McLaughlin considers it "automatic" that the Irish 

Government should be involved in all talks whi'ch arnou nt to the 
negotiation of qn alternative to the Anglo-Irish Agreement. 

Opper Bann bye-election 

Most Cabinet members, McLaughlin understands, continue to have 
reservations about the Conservatives becoming involved in Northern 
Ireland. These reservations, he suggested, will have been greatly 

/ 

increased by the Conservative candidat~'s humiliating performance in 
the Upper Bann bye-election. Peter Brooke may have more success in 
future in pointing to the folly of supporting no-hope Tory candidates 
in NI while the Government is at the same time trying to build 

bridges to the Unionists. 

McLaughlin, who met oavid Trimble while . covering the bye-election, 
found him personally unappealing. Trimble is likely, howe~er~ to 
enliven the Unionist ranks at Westminster and he has als? indicated 
an intention to cultivate the media more actively than his colleagues 

have done. 

Possible reshuffle 
ffl ·s being planned by the Prime 

It is rumoured that a summer reshu e 
1 

Ministers, one 
. . . 11 mainly involve junior 

Minister and that, while it wi ff t d 
or two Cabinet members could also be a ec e • 
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It is expected that John Wakeham, Who has now received responsibility 
for publicity co?rdination, Will relinquish his Energy portfolio. 
This could conceivably go to Malcolm Rifkind, who has not displayed a 
sure foot as Secretary of State for,scotland but who cou1a be an 
asset in another Department. However, as the Department of Energy 
has an uncertain future, IHf kind may look for another job. Another 
f'gure who could leave the Cabinet, but whose Department is also 
b~ing wound down, is Nicholas Ridley at Trade and Industry, 

. ~·j~e:'..!.n~C::..;YL..:rn~e=-.::...::di..;;a_a_r_r_a __ ng ____ e_m_e_n_t_s Pre~1 -

. lly McLaughlin was very complimentary about the "marvel~ous" 
Fin~

1 . ties available in Dublin Castle du ring the recent summit and 
fac1 

1 

. . h h a· a contingent. about the Presidency's serv1c1ng of t e uge me 1 

Yours si nee rely 

[J,,.J /Jf?~</ve_ 
David Donoghue . 

a Information Officer Press an 
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